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Abstract

This paper investigates a stochastic multi-product multi-machine production-
inventory system characterized by job shop routings. The stockpoints and
the production facility are controlled simultaneously. Typically, this type
of production-inventory systems can be found in metal or wood-working
industries. Particularly in the case of Vendor Managed Inventory, the
integration of production and inventory decisions is an important issue.
We propose a procedure to determine the control policy that minimizes
the overall relevant costs. This procedure is based on a state-of-the-art
queueing network analyzer and local search techniques.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of determining optimal inventory and pro-
duction control decisions for an integrated production-inventory (�) system in
which multiple products are made-to-stock through a job shop. As can be seen
in the �gure below, customer orders arrive to the stockpoints. These stockpoints
generate replenishment orders which are, in this integrated �-system, equivalent
to production orders. The production orders are manufactured through the job
shop and when the production is �nished, they are stored at the stockpoint.
In our integrated �-system, a single decision maker controls both the in-

ventory points and the production system. The job shop production facility
consists of multiple functionally oriented workplaces through which a consider-
able number of di¤erent products are produced. Each of these products has a
speci�c serial sequence of production steps. Upon completion of the production
process, products are temporarily stored in an inventory point until they are re-
quested by a customer. We call this type of �-system a make-to-stock job shop.
To align the problem formulation with realistic situations, we assume that the
customer demand process and the manufacturing process are subject to vari-
ability. We consider situations in which the average demand for end-products is
relatively high and stationary. Moreover, the production facility is characterized
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Figure 1: Multi-product multi-machine production-inventory system

by considerable setup times and costs. In such a situation, companies are likely
to apply batch-wise production. Typically, this type of production-inventory
system can be found in metal or wood-working companies, e.g. the suppliers of
the automotive or aircraft building industry. In particular, the advent of Ven-
dor Managed Inventory (VMI) has forced manufacturing companies to integrate
production and inventory decisions. In this paper, we will present a decision
framework and a computational procedure that allow us to determine produc-
tion and inventory control decisions that minimize the total logistic costs in
these make-to-stock job shops. To this end, we will apply and integrate aspects
from production control and inventory theory.
Then, the objective of the optimization procedure is to minimize the sum

of setup costs, work-in-process and �nal inventory holding costs. Moreover, the
stochastic customer demand has to be satis�ed with a prespeci�ed customer
service level. The stockpoints are controlled using a periodic review, variable
order quantity (R,S)-policy. The job shop consists of several machines and we
assume there is only one machine of each type. Processing times of production
orders and setup times are stochastic. Furthermore, each product k has its own
�xed serial route through the job shop. As mentioned above, a single decision
maker controls the whole �-system.
To the best of our knowledge, no method exists that minimizes the total rele-

vant costs in stochastic make-to-stock job shops. For related problems, however,
solution methods have been developed. First, for the deterministic version of
this problem, Ouenniche et al. (1998, 2001) present solution methods that are
based on cyclical production plans. The cost-optimal cyclical plans are gener-
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ated using mathematical programming techniques. Furthermore, for the case of
a single machine �-system, the survey on the stochastic lot scheduling problem
by Sox et al. (1999) gives an extensive overview of current research. Next, for
the stochastic make-to-order job shop, Vandaele (1996) and Lambrecht et al.
(1998) describe a lotsizing procedure that minimizes the expected lead times
and thus, the expected work-in-process costs. To this end, they model the pro-
duction environment as a general open queueing network. Finally, we mention
the work of Bowman and Muckstadt (1995), who report on a production con-
trol algorithm for a stochastic multi-machine, multi-product production facility
that is cyclically scheduled. They use a Markov chain model to make a tradeo¤
between inventory holding and overtime cost.
To minimize the total relevant costs in the stochastic make-to-stock job shop,

we present a procedure that builds on the work of Vandaele (1996) and Lam-
brecht et al. (1998). We add a method to compute the arrival and production
characteristics of replenishment orders generated by the stockpoints. Similar
to Vandaele and Lambrect et al., we model the multi-product, multi-machine
�-system under study as a general open queueing network. Using state-of-the-
art queueing network analyzing techniques, mainly developed by Whitt (1983,
1995), we derive performance measures for the job shop. After this, we include
a computational method that allows us to compute the appropriate values for
the control parameters of the stockpoints, using well known concepts from in-
ventory theory. Finally, we propose an optimization procedure based on local
search techniques to �nd an overall cost-optimal control policy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: �rst, we list the full

notation used throughout the paper. Then, the di¤erent model assumptions are
summed up. After this, in section 3, we describe the di¤erent cost components
in more detail and provide a formal problem de�nition. Section 4 presents a cost
calculation procedure that is used to evaluate the total relevant cost of a given
solution. Finally, a simulated annealing optimization algorithm is presented.

2 Notation

Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. Notice that in this paper
we will make use of the squared coe¢ cient of variation, abbreviated scv, as a
measure for the variability of a stochastic variable X. The squared coe¢ cient
of variation can be de�ned as: scv [X] = �2[X]

(E[X])2
where E [X] and �2 [X] denote

respectively the mean and variance of X.

2.0.1 Exogenous variables

Input parameters -General

� M : number of stations in the production facility

� P : number of order types to be produced in the production facility
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� H: length of planning horizon

� i; j = 0; :::;M : station indices, 0 refers to external arrival/departure

� k; l = 1; :::; P : order indices

� �k: minimum �ll rate required for stockpoint k (set by management)

-Demand process

� �ck : arrival rate of class-k customer orders to stockpoint k

� cack : scv of class-k customer order interarrival times to stockpoint k

-Production process

� pcjk : average service time of a single class-k product unit at station j

� cpcjk : scv of service time of a single class-k product unit at station j

� tjk : average setup time of a class-k order at station j

� ctjk : scv of setup time of a class-k order at station j

� rk (i; j) =
�
1, if station j follows immediately on station i in the routing of product k

0, otherwise

� rk (0; j) =
�
1, if station j is the �rst station in the routing of product k

0, otherwise

� rk (i; 0) =
�
1, if station i is the last station in the routing of product k

0, otherwise

Decision variables -Related to stockpoint:

� Rk : review interval for stockpoint k controlled by (R,S)-inventory policy

2.0.2 Endogenous variables

-Related to cost calculation:

� TCk : total cost for class-k products over planning horizon

� COk : total ordering costs for class-k products over planning horizon, con-
sisting of �xed ordering costs at stockpoint plus sum of setup costs at each
production stage on the route

� CFIk : total �nal inventory holding cost for class-k products at stockpoint
k over planning horizon
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� CWIP
k : total work-in-process inventory holding cost for class-k production
orders on entire route of class-k orders over planning horizon

� CWIP
jk : total work-in-process inventory holding cost for class-k production
orders at workstation j over planning horizon

� Ak : �xed cost incurred when ordering and starting up one class-k order,
consisting of �xed ordering costs at stockpoint plus sum of setup costs at
each production stage on the route

� vk : value of one unit of class-k end product at stockpoint k

� vjk : echelon value of one class-k item at workstation j

� r : inventory holding cost rate per unit of value per unit of time

-Related to stockpoint:

� Sk : order-up-to level for stockpoint k controlled by (R,S)-inventory policy

� ack = (�
c
k)
�1
: interarrival times of class-k customer orders to stockpoint k

-Related to job shop:
*Arrival and departure processes

� �0k: arrival rate of class-k production orders to the job shop

� �jk: arrival rate of class-k production orders at station j

� �j : aggregate arrival rate of production orders at station j

� a0k = (�0k)�1: average interarrival times of class-k production orders to
the job shop

� ajk = (�jk)�1: average interarrival times of class-k production orders at
station j

� aj = (�j)�1: average interarrival times of aggregate production orders at
station j

� cd0k : scv of interarrival times of class-k production orders to the job shop

� cdjk : scv of departure process of class-k production orders from station j

� cajk : scv of interarrival times of class-k production orders at station j

� caj : scv of interarrival times of aggregate arrival process of production
orders at station j

*Production processes

� pjk: average production time of class-k production orders at station j
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� pj : average production time of aggregate production process at station j

� �jk = (pjk)
�1: production rate of class-k production orders at station j

� �j = (pj)
�1: aggregate production rate at station j

� cpjk: scv of production times of class-k production orders at station j

� cpj : scv of production times of aggregate production process at station j

� �jk =
�jk
�jk

= �jkpjk: capacity utilization of station j by class-k orders

� �j =
�j
�j
= �jpj : utilization of station j

� fjk =
�jk
�j
: fraction of arrivals or departures at station j due to class-k

orders (remark that due to �ow conservation the number of arrivals of
class-k production orders equals the number of departures)

*Performance measures

� E [Wj ] : average waiting time of production orders at station j

� �2 [Wj ] : variance of waiting time of production orders at station j

� E [Tjk] : average throughput time of class-k production orders at station j

� �2 [Tjk] : variance of throughput time of class-k production orders at sta-
tion j

3 Model assumptions

The following modelling assumptions are made throughout this paper:

1. Demand interarrival times, unit production times and setup times are
stochastic, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables. They
are de�ned by their mean and squared coe¢ cient of variation (scv), which
are known and invariable over the �nite planning horizon;

2. External demands only occur for end products and are independent among
products;

3. Customers order a single unit of a product at a time, i.e. renewal customer
demand;

4. A prede�ned customer service level �k should be satis�ed at the �nal
inventory stock point k. In this paper we use the �ll rate as customer
service measure, but other service measures can easily be introduced into
the solution framework. Demand that cannot be satis�ed immediately is
backordered;
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5. Production times are allowed to di¤er for di¤erent products and di¤erent
stages or machines;

6. The M machines in the job shop are continuously available;

7. There is only one machine of each type;

8. No machine can process more than one product at a time;

9. Each product has a predetermined serial route that must be adhered to
fully; that is, no alternate routings are allowed;

10. Production orders are sequenced according to a �rst come, �rst serve pol-
icy (FIFO);

11. A given operation may have at most one other operation immediately
preceding or succeeding it: no assembly or disassembly operations are
allowed;

12. A product k requires at most M operations and each of these operations
requires a di¤erent machine: circulation is not allowed;

13. Preemption is not allowed; that is, at a given stage, once the processing of
a production batch has started, it must be completed without interruption;

14. No interstage overlapping is allowed, i.e. a production batch is not trans-
ferred to the next stage until the entire batch is processed at the current
stage;

15. Work-in-process inventory is allowed; products may wait for the next ma-
chine in their routing to become free;

16. Setup times and costs are sequence independent;

17. Setup costs and inventory holding costs are deterministic and constant
over a �nite planning horizon;

18. Inventory holding costs are directly proportional to inventory levels and
to holding time.

4 Cost components and problem de�nition

As stated in the introduction, the objective function considered in this paper is
the minimization of total costs which consist of setup and replenishment costs,
�nal inventory holding costs and work-in-process holding costs. T
In a periodic review policy an order is placed every Rk time units. Con-

sequently,the number of orders placed during the planning horizon is given by
R�1k H, so that the total ordering costs at stockpoint k are given by:

COk = Ak
1

Rk
H
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The total work-in-process cost for product k is given by the following formula,
equivalent to the formula for the continuous review case. Again, �jkE [Tjk]
denotes the average number of production orders in process at station j. In the
periodic review case, the average size of an order is �ckRk, so that the average
amount of work-in-process at station j is given by �jkE [Tjk]�

c
kRk. Equivalently,

Little�s law can be used at the customer order level to �nd that the average
number of customer orders at station j is given by �ckE [Tjk]. Consequently:

CWIP
k =

MP
j=1

CWIP
jk =

MP
j=1

�jkE [Tjk]�
c
kRkvjkr =

MP
j=1

�ckE [Tjk] vjkr

The �nal inventory cost for product k is given by the formula below (Silver
et al., 1998). The term between brackets gives the average amount of �nal
inventory present at stockpoint k. Again, the average amount of inventory
consists of half the order quantity and the safety stock.

CFIk �
�
�ckRk
2

+ kk� [Xk]

�
vkr

4.1 Problem statement

The total cost for product k, denoted as TCk, over the entire planning horizon is
simply the sum of its components, so that: TCk = CRk +C

WIP
k +CFIk . Clearly,

the total cost, denoted as TC, over the entire planning horizon for the total �-
system is given by the sum over all products of the total costs for each product,
so that

TC =
PP
k=1

TCk .

The formulas for the cost components are dependent on the inventory control
policy used and were derived in the previous sections. Consequently, the math-
ematical formulation of the optimization problem described in the introduction

may be stated as follows: min
PP
k=1

"
Ak

1

Rk
H +

�
�ckRk
2

+ kk� [Xk]

�
vkr +

MP
j=1

�ckE [Tjk] vjkr

#

subject to:

1. �ll rate product k � �k; k = 1; :::; P

2. 0 < �j < 1; j = 1; :::;M

3. 0 < Rk � H; k = 1; :::; P

4. int Rk; k = 1; :::; P

Formulas for the unknown variables E [Tjk], kk and � [Xk] for k = 1; :::; P
will be derived in sections 5.2 and 5.3. It is important to note that these terms
will depend on several input parameters and on Rk. Accordingly, the objective
function can be rewritten in terms of input parameters and the unknown vari-
ables Rk. Consequently, the decision variable in the optimization procedure is
Rk.
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The objective function is to be minimized subject to six sets of constraints.
Constraints (1) ensure that the prespeci�ed customer service levels are achieved.
Constraints (2) keep the utilization rate of all machines in the feasible region.
Constraints (3) declare that the review period should be strictly larger than
zero, but not larger than the planning horizon. Constraints (4) restrict the
decision variables to integer values.

5 Cost calculation procedure

In this section, we present a procedure to compute the cost of a given solution.
Let us �rst introduce some extra notation. Let vector R = (Rl; Rl+1; :::; RP )
denote a solution for all stockpoints and let TC denote the total cost corre-
sponding with this solution.
Now, given a solution vector R, the total cost TC corresponding with this

solution can be determined by successively calculating:

1. mean and scv of order interarrival times to job shop and of order produc-
tion times in job shop (see section 5.1);

2. average and variance of production order throughput times in the job shop
(using a queueing network analyser, see section 5.2);

3. order up-to-levels of stockpoints. The computation is based on standard
inventory theory and takes into consideration the service levels � that
were set by management (more details are given in section 5.3);

4. total cost TC of this solution over the planning horizon (see section 4.3).

In the following three subsections, the di¤erent steps of the cost calculation
procedure will be developed. Section 5.1 analyses the generation of production
orders by the stockpoints. Next, in section 5.2, we calculate performance mea-
sures for the job shop production system using a queueing network analyser.
After this, in section 5.3, we apply standard inventory theory to set the control
parameters of the inventory policies.

5.1 Characteristics of production orders

In this section we analyse the generation of replenishment orders by the stock-
points. The stockpoints place replenishment orders to satisfy customer demands
with a prespeci�ed delivery performance. Note that in the �-system under study,
the generation of a replenishment order at a stockpoint is equivalent to the place-
ment of a production order to the job shop. By analysing the characteristics of
the replenishment orders, we therefore implicitely analyse the characteristics of
the production orders that arrive to the job shop. In our model, we focus our
attention to two main characteristics of the production orders: the time between
the arrivals of two successive orders (referred to as the interarrival time) and
the processing time of the arriving production order.
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Figure 2: Production order generation by stockpoint k

In this section we will derive expressions for these interarrival and production
times of the replenishment orders. In accordance with the solution method used
for the general queueing network, i.e. the queueing network analyser, we con�ne
ourselves to the determination of the average and scv of the interarrival times
and the production order processing times. Since the required formulas depend
on the type of inventory policy used, we will treat the di¤erent inventory policies
seperately.
In the �gure above, it can be seen that the class-k customers arrive to the

stockpoint according to interarrival times with mean ack and scv ca
c
k. Next, the

stockpoint generates production orders with interarrival times that have mean
a0k and scv ca0k. The class-k production orders arrive at the �rst station in the
routing, here station j, were they are manufactured. The production times have
mean pjk and scv cpjk.

5.1.1 Arrival process characteristics

In a periodic review, variable order quantity policy, i.e. a (R,S)-system, a re-
plenishment order of variable size is placed every R time units. Note again that
the time between two reorder moments is equivalent to the interarrival time of
production orders to the job shop. Consequently, the average interarrival time
between two class-k production orders to the job shop is given by:
a0k = Rk
Accordingly, the arrival rate of class-k production orders is:
�0k = R

�1
k

In a (R,S)-policy, the time between review moments R is constant. Obviously
this implies that the variance and scv of interarrival times between two class-k
production orders to the job shop equal zero:

�2 [d0k] = cd0k = 0
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5.1.2 Service process characteristics

In a (R,S)-policy, production orders for product k are of variable size, which
we denote here by Nk. By applying limiting results from renewal theory (Cox,
1962) we obtain that the number of arrivals in a review period Rk is approx-
imately normally distributed with mean E [Nk] and variance �2 [Nk] given by
the following formulas:

E [Nk] =
Rk
ack

= Rk�
c
k

�2 [Nk] �
Rk�

2 [ack]

(ack)
3 � Rkca

c
k

ack
� Rk�ckcack

From these expressions we can derive the mean, variance and scv of the
production order service times. Obviously, the average net production time of
a production order is given by pcjkRk�

c
jk, so that the average total processing

time of a production order of class-k at station j is given by:
pjk = p

c
jkRk�

c
jk + tjk

Again, we assume that the processing times of single units are i.i.d. and
independent from the setup time. In the case of a (R,S) inventory policy, the
variance of the net processing times, excluding setup time, equals the variance
of the sum of a variable number of variable processing times. Consequently, the

variance of the net processing times of class-k orders at station j �2
h
pnetjk

i
is

given by the following formula (see e.g. Silver et al. 1998) :

�2
h
pnetjk

i
� E [Nk]�2

h
pcjk

i
+
�
pcjk

�2
�2 [Nk] � Rk�ckcpcjk

�
pcjk

�2
+
�
pcjk

�2
Rk�

c
kca

c
k �

Rk�
c
k

�
pcjk

�2 h
cpcjk + ca

c
k

i
Obviously, the variance of the total processing times, including setup time,

of class-k orders at station j is then given by:

�2 [pjk] � Rk�ck
�
pcjk

�2 h
cpcjk + ca

c
k

i
+�2 [tjk] � Rk�ck

�
pcjk

�2 h
cpcjk + ca

c
k

i
+

ctjk (tjk)
2

Finally, these formulas can be used to calculate the scv of the total processing
times of class-k orders at station j:

cpjk �
Rk�

c
k

�
pcjk

�2 h
cpcjk + ca

c
k

i
+ ctjk (tjk)

2h
pcjkRk�

c
jk + tjk

i2
5.2 Throughput times in job shop

In this section, we compute performance measures for the job shop. Particularly,
we present expressions for the mean and variance of the throughput times of
di¤erent products for the di¤erent machines and for the whole job shop. We
make use of the expressions for the arrival and production process characteristics
that were derived in the previous section. In general, the arrival and production
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processes are non-Markovian processes. This observation implies that standard
queueing theory, e.g. on product form networks, can not be used here.
Instead, we use approximative queueing network analysers based on the para-

metric decomposition method. In the late seventies and early eighties, exten-
sive research has been performed on the parametric decomposition approach,
amongst others by Chandy and Sauer (1978), Kuehn (1979), Shanthikumar and
Buzacott (1985) and Whitt (1983). In the late eighties, Bitran and Tirupati
(1988) re�ned the earlier methods by including the phenomenon of interference
among products and its e¤ect on the departure process. They also provide an
excellent review of the literature on network analysers. In the mid-nineties,
Whitt (1994) re�ned these expressions for the departure process. Also, Whitt
(1995) introduced variability functions that address long-range variability e¤ects
in a network of queues. A good description of the parametric decomposition ap-
proach is given in Suri (1993).
The parametric decomposition method suggests to approximate all the �ows

in the queuing network by renewal processes characterized by two parameters,
e.g. the mean and scv. The method starts by analysing the interaction between
di¤erent stations in the queueing network. In this step, the arrival process at
each station is approximated by a renewal process. Next, the network is decom-
posed into subsystems of individual stations. Two-parameter approximations,
e.g. the Kraemer and Langenbach-Belz formulae (1976), are applied to obtain
performance measures for these subsystems. Finally, the results for the individ-
ual stations are combined to obtain estimates for the performance of the whole
network. The parametric decomposition approach relies on the conditions that
(i) all the stations in the queueing network can be considered to be stochasti-
cally independent and that (ii) two-parameter approximations yield relatively
good results.

5.2.1 Interaction between di¤erent stations

In this section we compute the mean and scv of the aggregate arrival and pro-
duction process at the di¤erent stations. Therefore, we take into account the
interactions between di¤erent stations. Successively, we derive expressions for
the aggregate arrival rate, the mean and scv of the aggregate production times
and the utilization of the di¤erent stations. Based on these expressions, we
present an approximation for the scv of the aggregate arrival process.

Aggregate arrival rate If station j is part of the routing of class-k production
orders, then the arrival rate of class-k orders to this station equals the arrival
rate �0k of class-k orders to the job shop, which is due to the �conservation
of �ow� property. The arrival rate �jk of class-k orders to station j can be
computed as follows, using a summation to condition on the presence of station
j in the routing of class-k production orders:

�jk = �0k
MP
i=0

rk (i; j), j = 1; :::;M k = 1; :::; P
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Next, the aggregate arrival rate to station j can be computed as the sum
over all products of the arrival rates �jk of production orders to station j:

�j =
PP
k=1

�jk =
PP
k=1

�0k
MP
i=0

rk (i; j), j = 1; :::;M

Mean and scv of aggregate production times Furthermore, we calculate
the average aggregate production time and corresponding rate at a station.
These can be found by taking the weighted average of the averages, over all
component production processes. The weight for the class-k component process
is given by the relative share of class-k order arrivals in the total arrivals to
station j. The expression for the scv is derived from the second moment of
the aggregate arrival process, which can be computed by taking the weighted
averages of the second moments of the component processes.

pj =
PP
k=1

fjkpjk =
PP
k=1

�jk
�j
pjk =

PP
k=1

�jk
�j

1
�jk

�j =

�
PP
k=1

�jk
�j
pjk

��1
=

�
PP
k=1

�jk
�j

1
�jk

��1
cpj =

1

�jp2j

PP
k=1

h
�jkp

2
jk (cpjk + 1)

i
� 1

Utilization of stations From the expressions for the aggregate arrival and
production rate at station j we �nd the utilization of station j. After some
rewriting, it turns out that the utilization of station j merely is the sum over all
order classes of their capacity utilization of station j.

�j =
�j
�j
= �j

�
PP
k=1

�jk
�j

1
�jk

�
=

�j
�j

PP
k=1

�jk
�jk

=
PP
k=1

�jk

Approximation for scv of aggregated arrival process In the queueing
network, the departure process of class-k orders from station i constitutes the
arrival process of class-k orders to the next station in their routing. This allows
us to write that:

caik =
MP
j=0

cdjkrk (j; i) 8i; k

Based on the application of limiting theorems, Whitt (1994) shows that the
following expression yields a good approximation for the scv of the departure
process of a class-k order from station j. This approximation is an extension of
the approximations developed by Bitran and Tirupati (1988).

cdjk � �2jkcpjk+fjk
P
l 6=k
�2jlf

�1
jl (cajl + cpjl)+

�
1� 2�jk�j + �2jk

�
cajk 8j; k

Note that the scv of external arrivals of class-k orders to station i are given
by caik = cd0krk(0; i).
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Combining these expressions results in the following system of linear equa-
tions:

caik =
MP
j=0

cdjkrk (j; i)

= cd0krk(0; i)+
MP
j=1

"
�2jkcpjk + fjk

P
l 6=k
�2jlf

�1
jl (cajl + cpjl) +

�
1� 2�jk�j + �2jk

�
cajk

#
rk (j; i) ;

i = 1; :::;M k = 1; :::; P

Note that this system of linear equations containsM�P equations forM�P
unknowns, which implies that the system has one unique solution.
Once the scv of interarrival times are known for all order classes and for

all stations, an approximation for cai, the scv of the aggregate arrival process
at station i, can be obtained by the formula below. This formula is due to
Albin (1984) and Whitt (1982,1983) and is based both on limiting theorems
and on extensive simulation experiments. The approximation for the scv of
the aggregate arrival process to station j will be applied in the next section to
approximate the average and variance of the waiting times of production orders
at the station.

cai = wi
PP
k=1

fikcaik + 1� wi
In this formula wi is a weighting function depending on �i and �ik, and n

�
i

is the �e¤ective number�of order classes.

wi =
h
1 + 4 (1� �i)

2
(n�i � 1)

i�1
where

n�i =

�
PP
k=1

�
�ik
�i

�2��1
=

�
PP
k=1

f2ik

��1
Now that the interactions between the di¤erent stations are characterized,

the parametric decomposition approach suggests to decompose the queueing
network into individual stations.

5.2.2 Performance measures for individual stations

In this section, the network of interrelated stations is decomposed into individual
stations. Based on the expressions for the average and scv of the aggregate
arrival and service process, it is now possible to derive approximations for the
average and variance of the waiting times on the stations. After that, the
approximations can be used to �nd approximations for the average and variance
of the throughput times of orders at a certain station.
To obtain approximations for the average waiting times, we apply an adapta-

tion of the well-known Kraemer and Langenbach-Belz formula (1976) proposed
by Whitt (1983).

That is: E [Wj ] �
�j(caj + cpj)

2�j(1� �j)
gj
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where gj � gj(�j ; caj ; cpj) is de�ned as

gj(�j ; caj ; cpj) =

(
exp

h
� 2(1��j)

3�j

(1�caj)2
(caj+cpj)

i
; caj < 1

1; caj � 1:

An approximate expression for �2 [Wj ], the variance of the waiting times, is
due to Whitt (1983):
�2 [Wj ] � (E [Wj ])

2
c2 [Wj ]

c2 [Wj ] =
c2 [Dj ] + 1� �j

�j
�j = �j + (caj � 1) �j

�
1� �j

�
h
�
�j ; caj ; cpj

�
h
�
�j ; caj ; cpj

�
=

8>><>>:
1 + caj + �jcpj

1 + �j (cpj � 1) + �2j (4caj + cpj)
; caj � 1

4�j
caj + �2j (4caj + cpj)

; cpj � 1:

c2 [Dj ] = 2�j � 1 +
4
�
1� �j

�
d3s

3 (cpj + 1)
2

d3s =

�
3cpj(1 + cpj); cpj � 1

(2cpj + 1) (cpj + 1) ; cpj < 1:

Consequently, the average and variance of the throughput time of a produc-
tion order of class-k at station j can be written as:
E [Tjk] � E [Wj ] + pjk
and
�2 [Tjk] � �2 [Wj ] + �

2 [pjk]
We presented expressions for the average and variance of the throughput

times at the individual stations of the decomposed network. These throughput
times will be used in the cost calculation procedure to determine the work-in-
process costs of the di¤erent products at the di¤erent stages in the production
process. In the next section, the individual stations are recombined and perfor-
mance measures are calculated for the entire queueing network.

5.2.3 Performance measures for the recombined network

Considering every work station to be independent of the other stations in the
job shop allows us to obtain approximations for the average and variance of
the throughput time of production orders through the complete job shop. The
average and variance of the throughput times can be found by adding up the ap-
proximations for the throughput times at individual stations over the complete
routing of production orders.
Obviously, the assumption that stations behave independent of each other

is not valid in the general case since this only holds for product-form networks.
However, it is common that queueing network analysers do make this assumption
(e.g. Whitt, 1983) since, to the best of our knowledge, no other way of proceeding
is available up to now.
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The double summation signs in the formulas below allow for counting over
the complete routing of class-k customers. Note that the arti�cial station with
station index 0 is not included in the computation of the throughput times,
by not allowing j to receive value 0 in the second summation. The average
throughput time of a class-k production order through the job shop can be
computed by the following formula:

E [Tk] �
MP
i=0

MP
j=1

E [Tjk] rk (i; j)

and the variance of the throughput times of a class-k production order
through the job shop is given by:

�2 [Tk] �
MP
i=0

MP
j=1

�2 [Tjk] rk (i; j) :

Using advanced queueing network analysing techniques, we proposed approx-
imations for the throughput times of production orders through the job shop.
The approximations are based on the parametric decomposition approach. In
the remainder of this article, these approximations will be used to set the pa-
rameters of the inventory policies at the stockpoints. Also, the approximations
will be used in the cost calculation procedure to compute the �nal inventory
cost.

5.3 Inventory policy parameter setting

In this section, we will derive formulas to compute the appropriate values of
the order-up-to levels, i.e. the vector S, such that the desired customer service
levels are obtained. The computation of the inventory parameters is based on
standard inventory theory, see e.g. Silver et al. (1998). These formulas require
the computation of the mean and variance of the throughput times of an order
of class k, E [Tk] and �2 [Tk], as given in the preceding section.

In the case of a (R,S) policy, we require a characterisation of the customer
demand during the replenishment lead time and the review interval to determine
the appropriate order-up-to level Sk, see Silver et al. (1998) for more details.
Let the average and variance of the throughput time be denoted by E [Tk] and
�2 [Tk] : Consequently, the mean and variance of the customer demand during
the order throughput time and review interval are given by:
E [Xk] = (E [Tk] +Rk)�

c
k

�2 [Xk] = (E [Tk] +Rk)�
2 [�ck] + (�

c
k)
2
�2 [Tk +Rk]

Note that, in general, �2 [�ck] does not equal �
2 [ack]. In this paper, the

measure of variance of the customer arrival process is the scv of the interarrival

times, cack =
�2 [ack]

(ack)
2 . Consequently, we need to �nd a relation between �

2 [�ck]

and cack. For this purpose we will apply concepts from renewal theory. Cox
(1962) shows that the number of renewals in a time period t are asymptotically

normally distributed with mean
t

�
and variance

�2t

�3
; where � and �2 are the

mean and variance of the time between two renewals. The asymptotic mean and
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variance of the number of renewals in a time interval of unit length are therefore

given by mean
1

�
and variance

�2

�3
. Note that in the case of a Poisson demand

process (i.e. exponentially distributed customer interarrival times) the exact
and asymptotic means and variances are identical. Applying these results from
renewal theory to the model under consideration, we �nd that the customer

demand for product k has mean
1

ack
and variance

cack
ack

in a unit length time

period. Note that the expression for the mean is equivalent with the expression
above. Also, it is obvious that �2 [Tk +Rk] = �2 [Tk] since Rk is a constant.
Finally, the variance of the customer demand during the replenishment lead
time can be approximated as:
�2 [Xk] � (E [Lk] +Rk) cack�

c
k + (�

c
k)
2
�2 [Tk]

In order to compute the order-up-to level Sk, we assume that the customer
demand during the order throughput time and review interval is normally dis-
tributed. This allows us to compute the safety factor kk using the fast and
accurate formula given in Appendix C of Silver et al. (1998). Once the safety
factor is determined, the order-up-to level can easily be computed as:
Sk = E [Xk] + kk� [Xk] :
In this section, we presented expressions that allow us to set the reorder

points and order-up-to levels of the stockpoints. These expressions will be used
to compute the �nal inventory cost. At this time, we derived expressions for all
the unknowns in the computation of the total cost, so that the total cost TC of
a given solution R can be computed (see section 4.3).

6 Optimization procedure

6.1 Simulated annealing algorithm

In this section, we propose an optimization procedure for the minimization
problem presented in section 4.3. The method presented is based on local search
techniques, particularly on a simulated annealing algorithm. As mentioned
above, the decision variable for a certain product k in this model is Rk .Below,
the proposed optimization procedure will be described in detail. Note that the
cost calculating procedure, proposed in section 5, is used repetitively in the
optimization procedure.
Let us �rst introduce some notation. Let the vector R be a solution for the

whole model and let TC denote the total cost corresponding with this solution.
Then, let R� denote the optimal solution for the complete model and let TC�

denote the corresponding total cost over the planning horizon. Furthermore,
de�ne the vectors S = (S1; :::; SP ) as the settings for the order-up-to levels.
Finally, let � = (�1; �2; :::; �P ) denote the vector of required service levels set
by management for all stockpoints.
Then, the minimization problem (see section 4.3) can be solved using an

iterative procedure based on a simulated annealing algorithm. The simulated
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annealing procedure used is presented below. For an in-depth treatment of the
general simulated annealing algorithm, the reader is referred to Eglese (1990)
or Aarts et al. (1997).
Within this simulated annealing algorithm, the initial solutionR0 is obtained

by taking the maximum values for the decision variables, i.e. R0k = R
max
k = H.

Note that this solution is always feasible, provided that the problem instance is
feasible.
To generate a neighboring solution R0 we �rst choose, at random, a stock-

point k. Depending on the inventory policy used for stockpoint k, we generate,
again at random, a value R0k 2 ]0; Rmaxk ]. Then the neighboring solution R0 is
obtained by replacing the element Rk by R0k in the current solutionR

0. To com-
pute the cost TC of a certain solution, we proposed a cost calculation procedure
(see section 5 for more details). In the iterative step, neighboring solutions are
accepted or rejected according to a probabilistic rule. The simulated annealing
algorithm stops when the temperature drops below a certain level.

Simulated annealing procedure.
Initialization step.
Determine an initial feasible solution R0 ;
Compute the cost TC0 of this solution using procedure X;
Set TC� = TC0 and R� = R0 ;
Choose an initial temperature �0 and set � = �0;
Set temperature change counter t = 0;
Iterative step.

Set repetition counter r = 0;
REPEAT until r = rmaxt

1. Generate a neighboring solution R0 of the current solution R0

and use
procedure X to determine TC (R0);
2. IF TC (R0) < TC (R�) THEN setR� = R0 and TC� = TC (R0);
3. Calculate � : � = TC (R0)� TC

�
R0
�
;

IF � < 0 or random(0; 1) < e�
�
t THEN setR0 = R0 and TC

�
R0
�
=

TC (R0);
4. r = r + 1;

END REPEAT;
t = t+ 1;
� = '� ;

Stopping criterion.
REPEAT iterative step until � < ".

6.2 Simple local search algorithm

As an alternative to the simulated annealing algorithm described above, we
developed an optimization algorithm that is based on a simple local search rule.
The algorithm searches a direction until no further improvement is possible. It
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stops when there is no direction in which it can �nd a better solution. In the
implementation, we use a step size �.

Simple local search procedure.
Initialization step.
Determine an initial feasible solution R0 ;
Compute the cost TC0 of this solution using procedure X;
Set TC� = TC0 and R� = R0 ;
Set improvement indicator � = 0;
Iterative step.
Set improvement indicator � = 1 and product indicator k = 1;
REPEAT UNTIL k > P

1. Generate a neighboring solution R0k of the current solution R
0
k, by

R0k = R
0
k � �;
2. Determine total cost of neighboring solution TC (R0);
3. IF TC (R0) < TC (R�) THEN

3.1. Reset improvement indicator � = 0;
3.2. REPEAT UNTIL TC (R0) � TC (R�)

3.2.1. Store local optimum: R� = R0and TC� = TC (R0) ;
3.2.2. Continue search in same direction by generating neigh-

boring solution: R0k = R
0
k � �;

3.2.3. Compute cost of neighboring solution TC (R0);
END REPEAT;
3.3. Set current solution equal to best solution found so far: R0 =

R�;
END IF;
4. ELSE start searching in opposite direction:

4.1. Generate a neighboring solution R0k of the current solution R
0
k,

by R0k = R
0
k + �;
4.2. Determine total cost of neighboring solution TC (R0);
4.3. IF TC (R0) < TC (R�) THEN

4.3.1. Reset improvement indicator � = 0;
4.3.2. REPEAT UNTIL TC (R0) � TC (R�)

4.3.2.1. Store local optimum: R� = R0and TC� = TC (R0) ;
4.3.2.2. Continue search in same direction by generating

neighboring solution: R0k = R
0
k + �;

4.3.2.3. Compute cost of neighboring solution TC (R0);
END REPEAT;
4.3.3. Set current solution equal to best solution found so far:

R0 = R�;
END IF;

END ELSE;
5. k = k + 1;

END REPEAT;
Stopping criterion.
REPEAT iterative step UNTIL � = 1.
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7 Summary

In this paper we investigated the inventory and production control for an in-
tegrated �-system in which multiple products are made-to-stock through a job
shop. In particular, we considered the situation in which both the customer
demand process and the manufacturing process are stochastic. The stock-
points can be controlled using either a continuous review, �xed order quantity
(s,Q)-inventory policy or a periodic review, variable order quantity (R,S)-policy.
Nowadays, vendor managed inventory (VMI) is becoming increasingly popular,
and forces manufacturing companies, e.g. the suppliers of the automotive or
aircraft building industry, to integrate production and inventory decisions.
We presented a computational procedure to determine production and in-

ventory control decisions that minimize the total logistic costs, consisting of the
sum of setup costs, work-in-process and �nal inventory holding costs. The solu-
tion method is based on renewal theory, a queueing network analyzer, standard
inventory theory and local search techniques. Given a certain solution, we used
renewal theory to derive the characteristics of the replenishment orders. These
characteristics were used in a queueing network analyser to compute perfor-
mance characteristics of the job shop. Then, we computed the parameters of
the inventory policies by standard inventory theory . Based on these steps, the
total cost of the given solution could easily be calculated. Finally, a local search
algorithm allowed us, by iteration of the above steps, to �nd a cost-optimal
control policy.
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